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The new player tracking technology is now available for players wearing the Move and Get Better Player Motion systems. Simultaneous voice support for five languages (English, German, French, Spanish and Italian) is included in FIFA 22. Simultaneous voice support for Portuguese and
Chinese also will be available at a later date. As with all FIFA games, FIFA 22 offers a wide range of gameplay modes and new features, including the addition of FIFA Ultimate Team mode, where players build their very own squad and manage transfers, explore all-new training and squad
management options and enjoy top-end commentary from the likes of Cesc Fabregas and former England and Arsenal captain Tony Adams. New live and data driven modes offer teams the opportunity to compete in more one-on-one experiences than ever before. Starting with 5-a-side
teams and team mates, in addition to squad management and UEFA Champions League experience, FIFA 22 brings FIFA's first 'Press X to Penalty Shoot' feature where players can take over the role of the goalkeepers. FIFA 22 features a new user interface with a smarter, more compact
setup including improved match clock, which includes 21 different clocks for different time zones across the world to make it easier to follow the game. The FIFA Interactive World Cup will also be featured during this year’s tournament and all teams at the 2018 FIFA World Cup have their
own unique commemorative FIFA Ultimate Team items, displayed on their starting kit. New features include: The #TakeOver Game – Players are given the opportunity to take over the role of the goalkeeper in this new mode. Voice Commentary – New voiceover has been added to
enhance the commentary and is available in English, German, French, Spanish and Italian. Rosters – Players’ careers are recorded and tracked in 20 leagues across the world, offering players the chance to make their mark in the FUT, The Show and Squad Battles modes. FIFA Ultimate
Team (FUT) - Choose from over 950 players (including 300 of the world’s most expensive players) in more than 40 leagues across the world. Players can make their mark in the full set of FUT mode where they can win FIFA Ultimate Team rewards, earn virtual and real money. New free
kicks and penalties – Includes ‘Press X to Take a Pen’, giving you free kicks to take from anywhere on the pitch. Squ

Fifa 22 Features Key:
Stealth Supply Manchester United star Wayne Rooney to the first-ever FIFA video game team with the Manchester United Starter Kit.
New cards, including Memphis Depay’s new shot-on-sight chip, and the return of goals on full-backs.
Frustrating new new Skill Stick controls on surfaces and great touch controls – sumo wrestlers get jabs!
The updated engine is 60% faster than last year’s release.
HOME CUTS As the real-world club of the moment, Manchester United are taking centre stage, from players with authentic kit and equipment, to new training graphics and kits, and customisable stadium lighting.
ALL NEW PREMIUM CAMPAIGNS During your career and Ultimate Team game play, your club’s kit, manager and stadium will be visible to other players and fans. To celebrate the club’s legend Wayne Rooney, we bring the full kit with him to his first signing. He's always dreamed of
playing for Manchester United, and now he's actually playing for Manchester United.
CREATE YOUR OWN MASCOT Create and buy your own custom Real Madrid's squad, play online with a friend and have the crowd chanting for you
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EA SPORTS FIFA is the #1 football video game on Xbox One. FIFA 20, FIFA 19, FIFA 18, FIFA 17, FIFA 16. All of the best features from EA SPORTS FIFA 19. The improved Player Connection. New 360 Degree View – see all around the pitch, and feel like you are in the game. EA SPORTS FIFA
19 demo available on Xbox One. Breathtaking graphics and visuals. Shoot, run, tackle and pass like never before. Exceptional gameplay. Exhibitions, Quick Matches, Create-a-Club and FIFA Ultimate Team. EA SPORTS FIFA Ultimate Team, new to FIFA 19. Create your own team of 11
players from any club in the world. Exclusive to Xbox, speed and agility improvements - combined with the best player controls ever. New to FIFA 19, improved Player Connection. To learn more about FIFA 19, visit If you are returning to FIFA 19, make sure to visit our website to get
access to the FIFA 19 demo, get game updates, announcements, tips and exclusive content. How does FIFA work? In FIFA, teams battle it out on the pitch using their favourite sportman to score points in winning matches. At the end of each match you're given a "Wins" or "Draws" result
and points are awarded for a win, a draw or a loss. The more points you win, the higher you'll climb through the leaderboard standings. With the new Player Connection, experience all the emotion of victory and defeat, watching players celebrate a goal that they've scored, or feeling the
roar of the crowd with the players running out to celebrate with them. You earn points by playing matches, so you'll get more matches by playing more games. If you're a League or Tournament game winner, your points will be doubled, and your team will gain access to the next level. As
you climb up the rankings, you'll be able to play more matches, and win prizes from the higher levels. If you're playing a single player game, playing matches is free of charge. Every game has five stages, giving you plenty of opportunities to earn points and climb up the Leaderboards.
You earn more points based on your performance in the team game. It’s a lot harder to perform well in matches where your team is losing or drawing. The team game is the most important in the game bc9d6d6daa
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With loads of new cards from the latest FIFA to unlock, new multiplayer modes to try, and strategies to master, FIFA Ultimate Team™ offers a bigger, better FIFA experience than ever before. Take on friends in quick games, hone your tactical skills in training matches, learn from videos,
and step into more than 50 all-new modes to dominate the pitch. FIFA ™ 21 Revolution More ways to play More ways to score More ways to win MORE WAYS TO PLAY FIFA 21 revolutionizes everything about how you play with new ways to master the ball, including the introduction of the
brand-new PACE system,which enables a more fluid way to change direction and speed. The new drag-the-pass, signature dribble, and Accelerate feature, along with the return of the new Jumper system, enables players to do things you couldn’t before – climb over, slide under, and even
reverse a tackle. And the brand-new Back-Passing system allows you to pass the ball backwards to teammates in order to create more scoring opportunities. Every player in FIFA 21 has an in-depth playbook, which gives you the ability to use more than 200 new physical skills in game.
MORE WAYS TO SCORE Whether it’s heading, shooting, or finishing, you’ll have more ways to score than ever before in FIFA 21. The brand-new Shoot Control system gives you direct control of the ball on the goal line, making it easier to shoot without overshooting or undershooting the
target. Three-point shots will more effectively target the corners to increase scoring opportunities. And the return of the Wing Creator system enables players to create more scoring opportunities by exploiting defensive flaws and knocking the ball into spaces in the box. MORE WAYS TO
WIN FIFA 21 introduces a brand-new Attacking Intelligence system, which enables better decision-making in the final third and creates more scoring opportunities. Opposing defenders have more adjustments to make due to the brand-new Tactical Defending system, which lets you
choose how to defend the ball. New Attacking Managers in the Touchline system and improved defensive positioning in the Defensive Positioning system make it easier for you to counterattack and create scoring opportunities. And the brand-new Under-The-Ball Guard system lets you
anticipate the next move of opponents and stay one step ahead of them in defense. STAY MOTIVATED Get into the fray with new Player Career

What's new in Fifa 22:
Brand new “playmaker” card class.
A new power class with more offensive super skills.
FIFA Pro Glory Road: a new mode that will allow seasoned players to go back in time and experience the highs and lows of the glory times of FUT.
The tutorial.
Seasonal teams.
FIFA 22 takes lead-in stats from the new generation of more than 3,000 real-life players, with the most accurate visuals on the road to the 2018 FIFA World Cup™ in Russia.
Exclusive features:
HyperMotion Technology – The revolutionary next generation of FIFA gameplay, featuring a number of significant gameplay enhancements. Improved ball physics and new
goalkeeper AI changes the way you play through a number of game-changing additions.
Upgraded Pro Instincts – A brand new player thought process for both the tactical and dynamic AI.
Reverse Trajectory Pass – A new movement option in gameplay.
Fast Attack – More speed options in moves, including shooting the ball, with more assists coming from the no-longer-called-“free kicks”.
FIFA Mobile – Post-launch content for mobile.
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FIFA 22 features dynamic challenges that evolve over time, making each game unique, unpredictable and tactically deeper. Fresh challenges are available on a weekly basis,
challenging you to master daily tasks and score outrageous goals. The biggest and deepest season of innovation and performance-driven updates to the game ever are here: The
return of the Dynamic Tactics interface and a new control method: just pick up your controller and play The biggest and deepest season of innovation and performance-driven
updates to the game ever are here: Dele Alli Watch – an authentic streaming experience for the Premier League’s young up-and-comer as he learns the ins and outs of the English top
flight Introducing the popular Ultimate Team experience of daily challenges and cards New and improved Player Stories: including an all-new Career Mode that allows you to rise
through the ranks as a pro Innovative new game modes and competitions A new online experience with overall smoother gameplay and improved multiplayer functionality The
biggest and deepest season of innovation and performance-driven updates to the game ever are here: The biggest and deepest season of innovation and performance-driven updates
to the game ever are here: The biggest and deepest season of innovation and performance-driven updates to the game ever are here: New and improved Player Stories: including an
all-new Career Mode that allows you to rise through the ranks as a pro Gorgeous new soccer stadia, including 14 Premier League grounds and 10 stadiums in the United States and
Canada New in-game music/soundtrack New and improved Matchday Experience, like virtual assistant coaches on the bench and full 360° views of all matchday elements New ingame social features The biggest and deepest season of innovation and performance-driven updates to the game ever are here: The biggest and deepest season of innovation and
performance-driven updates to the game ever are here: The biggest and deepest season of innovation and performance-driven updates to the game ever are here: Innovative new
game modes and competitions A new online experience with overall smoother gameplay and improved multiplayer functionality New and improved Player Stories: including an allnew Career Mode that allows you to rise through the ranks as a pro The biggest and deepest season of innovation and
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System Requirements For Fifa 22:
Like the main series, this game requires a Pentium 4 or higher CPU (2.6 GHz or higher) and at least 2 GB of RAM. The game runs with a resolution of 1280 x 1024 and at 2560 x 1440
(FHD) if the monitor supports it. You will need to have a Steam account in order to download and install this game and its additional content. The game has been optimised for
NVIDIA's GeForce GTX 770 graphics card or better. Minimum requirement is Geforce GTX 580 or Geforce GTX 560
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